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Mars Transportation System Synthesis
Archie C. Young, John A. Mulqueen, and William J. Emrich
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
• Abstract
President George Bush's 1989 challenge to America to support the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) of "Back to the Moon and Manned Mission to Mars'* gives the space industry an opportunity to achieve effective and efficient space transportation systems (STS's). This paper presents performance and re­ quirements synthesized to support the manned Mars mission of the SEI. The information presented fo­ cuses primarily on the Mars transportation system (MTS), which uses nuclear thermal rocket (NTR) propulsion technology associated with accomplish­ ing the manned Mars mission. Data are also shown for a propulsion system options comparison of chemical/ aerobrake and nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) sys­ tems.
Vehicle- and weight-scaling are used to determine the MTS mass, size, and performance range required for different Mars mission durations. The split sprint, opposition, and conjunction class mission modes are used to determine the MTS requirements envelope. MTS sensitivity to Mars surface payload, crew size, Mars orbit payload, NTR engine thrust level, engine specific impulse, and NTR engine thrust-to-weight T/ W) ratio are synthesized. NTR propulsion parameter ranges include those associated with NERVA, par­ ticle bed reactor (PBR), low pressure, and ceramic- metal-type engine design. A suggested NTR technol­ ogy level to accomplish both cargo and piloted Mars missions is discussed.
• Introduction
The SEI is a candidate pathway to expand human presence and useful activities in the solar system. Implementation of the Mars Exploration Initiative program will be an orderly continuation of manned space exploration beyond the Moon. 1 The MTS in­ cludes the Mars transfer vehicle (MTV), which oper­ ates between low Earth orbit (LEO) and Mars parking orbit; a Mars excursion vehicle (MEV), which per­
forms the landing and ascent operations; and Martian surface vehicles, which perform excursion missions on the surface. This paper describes the MTS, mis­ sion, and performance analyses work that was under­ taken to property size and optimize the transportation system based on NTR propulsion needed to accom­ plish the Mars Exploration Initiative. The primary focus of this paper is the application of NTR propul­ sion for the MTV to perform the human missions to Mars. A comparison is made between NTR propul­ sion, chemical propulsion, and NEP.
Transportation system/mission analysis topics cov­ ered in this paper include trajectory profile descrip­ tion, mass performance and vehicle sizing, vehicle configuration, launch vehicle manifests, and NTR engine characteristics sensitivity. The paper con­ cludes with a range of requirements for NTR propul­ sion and a summary of key findings to date.
• Advanced Propulsion Comparison
Four different propulsion options are compared for performing the manned Mars mission scheduled for the year 2008.2 Two different mission profiles are used to make the propulsion comparison. The mission profiles are: (1) an opposition mission profile with a total mission time of 500 days, which includes a 60- day stay at Mars, and (2) a minimum energy conjunc­ tion class mission profile with a total mission time of 1,000 days, which includes a 550-day stay at Mars. The four propulsion options considered are: chemi­ cal/all propulsion, chemical/aerobrake, nuclear ther­ mal, and nuclear electric. Figure 1 gives the required mass in LEO normalized to the opposition 500-day mission with chemical/aerobrake, NTR propulsion requires 25 percent less mass to LEO 'than, the chemi­ cal/aerobrake propulsion. NEP requires 45 percent less mass in LEO; however, the mission duration is longer since the NEP low-thrust engines need more trajectory thrusting time to be effective.
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FIGURE 1.— Mission performance summary- 
piloted Mars mission.
• MTS Vehicle Configuration
The results of the advanced propulsion comparison 
indicate one reason the Stafford Synthesis Commit­ 
tee1 recommended nuclear propulsion for Mars mis­ 
sions. The significant mass savings shown for NTR
vehicles translates into fewer launches required to 
transport vehicle elements to orbit for vehicle assem­ 
bly. The MTS vehicle presented in figure 2 is config­ 
ured to accommodate the 550-day opposition class 
mission scheduled for the year 2018. Figure 2 shows 
a representation of the launch sequence and a process 
for assembling the NTR vehicle. The vehicle was 
designed to minimize orbital assembly operations. 
Each vehicle element was designed to permit efficient 
use of the launch vehicle. The elements would be 
delivered to orbit and integrated into the vehicle 
utilizing automated rendezvous and docking tech­ 
niques. Additional orbital assembly would be mini­ 
mized. The launch vehicle has a 30x90-ft payload 
shroud and an ETO lift capability of 1341. The vehicle 
elements are shown in the order of assembly. It was 
assumed that launches could occur every 63 days. 
This results in a total vehicle assembly time of 378 
days.
The vehicle consists of a core stage that has two 
hydrogen tanks, a run tank, and five particle bed 
reactor nuclear thermal engines. Four drop tanks, 
which are jettisoned in pairs during the mission, are 
attached to the core. All of the vehicle propellant
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tanks were sized to be the same diameter, which may provide cost benefits. The vehicle habitats and the MEV were designed for a crew of six. The MEV uses aerobraking and parachutes during the descent. The 
MEV control cabin also serves as the crew Earth- return vehicle, which carries the crew back to the 
Earth's surface at the end of the mission.
• Sensitivity of NTR Propulsion 
Parameters
A range for the key NTR propulsion parameters was selected to develop the sensitivity on mission and system requirements. Parametric data were devel­ oped on the following: Mars mission duration, NTR engine T/W ratio, NTR engine specific impulse, and 
NTR engine thrust level and payload delivered to 
Mar's surface. The range considered for the different 
mission and NTR propulsion parameters is given in Table 1.
TABLE 1. — MTS—NTR propulsion parameter 
sensitivity synthesis.
Launch Opportunity
• Total mission time
• Vehicle configurations
• Earth departure burn profile
• NTR engine used
• Engine T/W ratio
• Thrust-to-vehicle-weight ratio
• NTR engine isp (seconds)
• Engine total thrust level (kib)
• Engine burn time for
2018
250, 300, 350, 450, 
550 (includes 60 
days at Mars)
AH up configuration
- without MEV split 
sprint with return 
fuel
- without MEV split 
sprint without 
return fuel
One and two 
perigree burns
Low pressure, 
NERVA, particle 
bed, and ceramic 
metal
0.5, 1,2,4, 10,20
0.03,0.05,0.1,0.2, 
0.3, 0.5
850,925,1,050
50,150,200,300
50, 150,200,300k 
thrust level
Delta V Matrix
A uniform set of Delta V budgets was developed for a minimum requirements year of 2018. This set of Delta V budgets was developed with support from the Johnson Space Center (JSC).2 The mission duration 
considered covers 250 to 550 days for the opposition class mission, with a 60-day stay time at Mars. 
Table 2 presents the Delta V matrix for the four major 
propulsive maneuvers.
TABLE 2. — Mars Exploration Delta V (A V) 
Budget
2018 Opposition Class Mission 
60-Day Stay Time
Mission 
Duration 
(days)
250
300
350
450
550
TMI
AV 
(km/s)
5.966
5.313
4.755
3.650
4.032
MOC 
AVCD 
(km/s)
10.930
7.500
4.360
2.620
2.870
TEI
AVd) 
(km/s)
12.930
9.920
7.970
4.600
2.590
(1) Mars parking orbit optimized for AV 
(2) ECCV return velocity <14.5 km/s
ECCV 
AVC2) 
(krn/s)
2.660
1.939
1.386
1.792
0
Total 
AV 
(km/s)
32.486
24.672
14471
12.662
9.492
! and AV2
NTR Engine T/W Ratio
With an NTR engine built to achieve optimum T/W 
ratio, considerable vehicle mass savings are pos­ 
sible.3 Figure 3 shows the result on an engine T/W
2,000
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550-Day Mission w/60 Day Stay 
2018 Mars Opportunity
Engine Specific Impulse (s)
1,050—- — --
Number 
140tHLLV 
Launches
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FIGURE 3.—NTR Propulsion engineT/W ratio 
sensitivity.
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sensitivity trade. The sensitivity trade was performed 
for three values of Isp. As shown in Figure 3, when the 
engine T/W ratio becomes less than 6, the impact on 
initial weight in LEO increases exponentially. The 
reference NTR engine point considered was a PER 
NTR engine with a T/W ratio of 20 and an engine 
thrust level of 30,000 Ib.
Mission Duration
Mission duration of 350 to 550 days was considered 
in developing initial mass in LEO (IMLEO) sensitiv­ 
ity to mission duration. With mission duration less 
than 450 days, the IMLEO increases sharply; this 
trend can be seen in Figure 4. Four curves are pre­ 
sented in the figure that include Isp 's of 925 s and 
1,050 s and engine T/W ratios of 4 and 20. Curve 2 is 
the performance of an NTR engine with T/W ratio of 
4 and an Isp of 1,050 s; curve 3 is the performance of 
an NTR engine with T/W ratio of 20 and an Isp of 925 
s. Curve 3 is nearly equivalent to curve 2, which 
implies that a T/W ratio of 20 is equivalent to a 100 s 
increase in Isp.
2018 Mars Opportunity With 60-Day Stay 
NTR Total Thrust Equal 150 klb 1401HLLV
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3 NTR T/W (20) lsp-925 s 
4* NTR T/W (4) lsp=925 s
Number 
1401 HLLV 
Launches
350 550400 450 500 
Mission Duration (Days)
FIGURE 4. — NTR propulsion mission duration 
sensitivity.
Engine Specific Impulse
Another engine parameter that has a significant im­ 
pact on vehicle performance is engine Isp. The most 
noticeable effect of Isp on vehicle performance is the 
impact on the propellant requirement for the mission. 
Since approximately 66 percent of the vehicle mass is 
propellant, the effect of Isp can be shown by examin­
ing the sensitivity of the number of HLLV s required 
for different levels of Isp.4
An NTR engine Isp sensitivity was performed for 
engines with a total thrust level of 150 klb; summary 
results are presented in Figure 5. Two different ve­ 
hicle/mission modes were worked: an "all-up" MTS 
vehicle configuration and a split sprint MTS vehicle. 
The "all-up" configuration carried all of the cargo and 
mission propellant on one vehicle. The split sprint 
configuration consists of a cargo vehicle and a piloted 
vehicle. The cargo vehicle has as its payload the MEV 
and the return-to-Earth propellant from the Mars 
parking orbit. Two different NTR engine T/W ratios 
were also worked; they were 4 and 20.
Presented in Figure 5 is the Isp sensitivity to the 
number of HLLV launches required. The HLLV 
LEO capability is 140 t. The maximum number of 
HLLV launches considered for each MTS vehicle is 
eight; these eight launches translate into a maximum 
IMLEO of 1,0001. The upper limit on ISP considered 
is 1,200 s. The lefthand frames in Figure 5 have an 
NTR engine T/W ratio of 4 and the righthand frame 
have a T/W ratio of 20. The engine T/W ratio of 20 
reduces the number of HLLV from eight to just over 
six for the "all-up" configuration.
Engine Thrust Level
Based on the NTR engine thrust level sensitivity 
results shown in Figure 6, a mass saving of up to 
1501 in LEO can be realized by using an optimum 
thrust level, compared to a thrust level of 50 klb. The 
information presented in Figure 6 is for a one-perigee- 
burn Earth escape maneuver. There are four curves 
given in the figure for mission durations of 450 and 
550 days and engine T/W ratios of 4 and 20. The 
engine Isp considered was 925 s. The optimum NTR 
engine total thrust level for all four cases presented in 
Figure 6 ranges between 200 and 250 klb. The other 
parametric data contained in this paper used an engine 
total thrust level of 150 klb, which increased the mass 
in LEO by 4 percent over the optimum 225 klb thrust 
level. From work completed in reference 4, the opti­ 
mum engine thrust level for a three-perigee-burn 
Earth escape maneuver is 107 klb, which is approxi­ 
mately one-half the optimum thrust level required for 
the one-perigee-bum escape maneuver. The NTR 
engine burn time for the one-burn maneuver is 0.5 h; 
the total burn time for all mission burn maneuvers is 
Ih.
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NTR Engine Total Thrust Level Equal 150 klb — 2018 Mars Opportunity w/60-Day Stay
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FIGURE 5.—MTS NTR engine required specific Impulse (lsp).
Mars Surface Payload
Sensitivity of IMLEO was developed for a range of 
Mars payload mass from 5 to 501. Data are given for
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FIGURE 6.— NTR Propulsion Engine Thrust Level 
Sensitivity.
three mission durations of 450,550, and 950 days in Figure 7. Also, two different crew sizes were consid­ 
ered, a crew of 6 and a crew of 10. The reference MTS vehicle is for a 550-day mission duration, a crew of six, and a surface payload of 5 L The NTR engine ISP is 925 s with five 30-klb engines, with a total thrust level of 150 klb. An engine T/W ratio of 20 was used to calculate the vehicle performance. The 550- day mission with a crew of 6 and a surface payload of 20 t requires 720 t IMLEO. The 720-t IMLEO would require six 140-t HLLV's to deliver the MTS vehicle to LEO. The exchange factor of mass in LEO to surface payload (3IMLEO/3 surface payload) is 4.2 
Ib/lb. The MTS vehicle IMLEO is increased by 2101 
for a crew of 10 compared to IMLEO required for a 
crew of 6 where the mission duration is 550 days. A 
crew of 10 compared to a crew of 6 for the 950-day mission requires 160 t more mass in LEO. The ex­ change factor for mass in LEO to surface payload is 2.3 Ib/lb for the 950-day mission.
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1,400
NTR Engine lap Is 925 s; T/W Is 20; 
Engine Total Thrust Is 150 klb
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FIGURE 7.— MTS IMLEO as a function of Mars 
surface payload mass.
• NTR Characteristics/Requirements
The human and cargo missions to Mars NTR charac­ 
teristics/requirements ranges for the various NTR 
propulsion elements are given in Figure 8.5 The NTR 
available time required is the timeframe associated 
with the earliest initial operational capability (IOC) 
date of 2010 in President Bush's announcement to 
place humans on Mars within 50 yr after the Apollo 
landed Neil Armstrong and Buz Aldrin on the Moon 
in 1969. To stay within President Bush's timetable, 
the latest possible NTR IOC would be 2018. The 
desired total thrust level to accomplish the 
Mars mission ranges from 75 to 250 klb; the 75-klb 
thrust level would employ a three-perigee burn ma­ 
neuver to escape Earth's orbit for a trans-Mars injec­ 
tion (TMI). The 250 klb thrust level would be em­ 
ployed where one-perigee burn maneuver is used to
Parameters
• Required Timeframe
• Thrust Cluster (klbf)
• Specific Impulse (s)
• Power (MWT)
• Power (kWe)
• Engine T/W
• Mission Bum Time (min)
• Start/Stop Cycles
• Total Engine Bum Lifetime (min)
• Mission Duration (mo)
• No. of Missions 
• Reliability - 
• Throttling •* 
• Dep. Orbit (km) - 
• Disposal Mode
Mars NTR
Cargo
2010-2018
75-250
850-1,050
1,500-5,000
—
-6-8
40-80
2-25
60-600
-9-12
1-5
< ———————
< ———————
NSO, MPO
Characteristics/Requirements
Piloted
2010-2018
75-250
850-1,050
1,500-5,000
—
-6-8
-60-120
5-25
300 -600
-12-16
1-5 
->NERVA: 0.995 - 
-NERVA:2-3:1 - 
500 - NSO 
, Interplanetary Disp
"Dual Mode" NTR
Low Power/High Power*
2010-2018 / 2010 -2018
75-250/75-250
850-1,050/850-1,050
1,500-5,000/1,500-5,000
25-50/-<5,000
-5-7/-1-2
-60 - 120 / -60 -120
5-25/5-25 
2
300-450/~>300+
-9-12
1-5/1-5 
1
osal into Helliocentric orbit, etc.
(EP Pwr: TBD) 
(2-4yr@5MWe)
(Prop. + EP Pwr.) 
(2-4yr@5MWe)
(EP Pwr: TBD) 
(2-4yr@5MWe)
(Prop. + EP Pwr.) 
(2 - 4 yr on Station)
(Prop. + EP Pwr.) 
(2 - 4 yr on Station)
*For supplemental electric propulsion/powerr beaming to Mars base frrom orbital "dual mode" NTR cargo vehicle.
FIGURE 8.—Mars transportation system (MTS).
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achieve TMI. A thrust level as low as 75 klb requires 
multiperigee burns in executing the TMI bum in order 
to reduce the thrusting burn gravity losses, which 
increases the NTR propulsion performance signifi­ 
cantly. For other NTR propulsion applications, a 
lower range of thrust level would be required; for 
example, Earth orbit geosynchronous missions would 
require engine thrust levels in the range of 30 klb. This 
low range of thrust level could be effectively used to 
perform the Mars missions by using multiple engines.
Specific impulse range covers NERVA technology to 
advanced NTR technology. An NTR engine such as a 
PER greatly enhances the MTS vehicle performance. 
For example, an Isp of 1,050 s would reduce the 
number of HLLV launches from six to four, com­ 
pared to an ISP of 850 s. These HLLV launch require­ 
ments are for an "all-up" 550-day mission with a crew
of six. NTR engine T/W ratio desired range is from 6 
to 20. Similar to the higher Isp, an engine T/W ratio of 
20 would enhance the MTS vehicle performance. An 
engine T/W ratio of 20 is equivalent to an increase of 
100 s in specific impulse compared to a T/W ratio of 
4. Values for other pertinent NTR parameters are also 
given in Figure 8.
• Summary
The summary results of the MTS synthesis are pre­ 
sented in Figure 9. Data were developed for NTR 
propulsion parameters associated with low pressure, 
NERVA, particle bed, and ceramic-metal-type NTR 
engines. Data on chemical/aerobrake, NTR, and NEP 
made itpossible for comparison and assessment of the 
different propulsion options to achieve the Humans to 
Mars Mission. The reference mission launch opportu-
Summary Remarks
Optimum total thrust level
- For one-perigee burn Earth escape is 200 klb
- For two-perigee burn Earth escape is 150 klb
- For three-perigee burn Earth escape is 107 klb
2018 opportunity is a minimum energy requirement opportunity 
2024 opportunity is a maximum energy requirement opportunity
To maintain equivalent mission energy level from minimum energy opportunity to maximum energy, the mission duration would increase 125 days over the minimum energy mission
300-day mission duration during the 2018 opportunity is the shortest mission time achievable and still stay within the required reasonable IMLEO
NTR engine T/W ratio of 20 reduces mission time from 550 to 450 days compared to engine T/W ratio of 4
NTR engine T/W ratio of 20 reduces the required engine specific impulse by 100 s compared to engine T/W ratio of 4
100 s of increased Isp decreased mission time by 100 day for NTR engine with T/W ratio of 20
NTR engine T/W ratio of 20 reduces the number of HLLV's from six to five compared to an NTR engine T/W ratio of 4 for the 550-day mission duration; NTR engine Isp equal 925 s
The maximum IMLEO needs to be limited to 1,000 t to keep within reasonable LEO assembly operations 
Off-loading only the MEV from a piloted vehicle to a cargo vehicle is not effective
NTR engine total burn time for a Mars mission will range from 0.25 to 2.75 h with total thrust level between 150 to 200 klb
FIGURE 9.—MTS NTR propulsion parameter sensitivity synthesis.
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nity used in the MTS synthesis is the 2018 opportu­ 
nity, which is a minimum energy requirement oppor­ 
tunity.
A 550-day mission duration was used to size the 
reference MTS vehicle given in Figure 2. The 550 
days include a 60-day stay at Mars. The Mars arrival 
date is March 20,2018. A maximum energy require­ 
ment opportunity occurs in 2024. For equivalent 
requirements during the 2024 opportunity, add 125 
days to the results derived for the 2018 opportunity. A 
250-km periapsis altitude, 24.6-h elliptical orbit was 
assumed for the Mars parking orbit. The 24.6-h ellip­ 
tical orbit is a Mars synchronous orbit. A 350-day 
mission duration during the 2018 opportunity is the 
shortest mission time achievable to remain within a 
reasonable initial mass (<1,000 t) required in LEO, 
the 350-day mission employ, an "all-up" MTS ve­ 
hicle. The split sprint mission could accommodate 
mission duration as short as 300 days with NTR 
propulsion ISP of 1,100 s.
Mission duration can be reduced by 100 days using 
NTR engine T/W ratio of 20 compared with a T/W 
ratio of 4. Also, a 20 T/W ratio is equivalent to an 
increase of 100 s in specific impulse compared to an 
engine T/W ratio of 4. NTR engine total burn time for 
a Mars mission will range from 0.25 to 2.75 h with a 
total thrust level between 150 to 200 klb. An effective 
and efficient NTR engine thrust level is 30 klb. A 
single NTR engine can be used for Earth orbital
missions and clustered engines can be used for lunar 
and Mars missions. The maximum initial mass re­ 
quired in LEO needs to be limited to 1,0001 to stay 
within reasonable LEO assembly operations.
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